EDGE-O-DOCKLEVELER - PP-2066
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STANDARD FEATURES
MODEL NUMBER IS PP-2066
OVERALL WIDTH IS 93"
DECK WIDTH IS 66"
OVERALL DEPTH WITH RAMP OUT IS 29"
BUMPER PROJECTION IS 17 1/2"
UNIFORM CAPACITY IS 20,000 LBS.
5" ABOVE / 5" BELOW SERVICE RANGE
HYDRAULIC HAND PUMP OPERATION
RECOMMENDED FOR DOCKS AT LEAST 48" HIGH.
INCLUDES HAND PUMP, WALL-MOUNT BRACKET,
CYLINDER, HYDRAULIC LINES AND OIL.
TREADPLATE RAMP & DECK CONSTRUCTION

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, AGREE THAT THE PRODUCT AS
REPRESENTED SATISFIES DESIGN AND DIMENSION
REQUIREMENTS. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE MY DUTY TO
CONFIRM PRODUCT AND INSTALLATION
COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE
AND LOCAL REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS.

ANY MODIFIED UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
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APPROX WEIGHT: 500.53 lbs.
DOES NOT INCLUDE WEIGHT OF POWER OR PACKAGING!!

Any additions, deletions, or omissions must be corrected on this drawing
as this drawing will be considered all inclusive. All graphics provided
are for reference only. If certain dimensions are critical, please verify
those dimensions with your salesperson.
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